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      The state of our health and well-being is highly influenced by the nature and complexity of our 

thoughts and thinking. Positivity or negativity, compassion or hatred in thinking and the consequent 

thoughts that we harbor, arise largely from our exposure to various life experiences. The feelings that 

arise from each of those thoughts create our attitude and when this is expressed repeatedly, form our 

habits which in turn become our personality. Experiments are now proving that we are largely 

programmed by our personality traits or mindset which can be computed to predict our behavior
1
 and  

it seems that even as a human being, we have become servants of our unconscious habits and attitude. 

What we say and express comes from our defenses, fears, conclusions, and attempts to survive. In 

other words, in spite of our great human potential, unaware we permit the formation of a character that 

determines our entire performance in life. 

        Having gone through all kinds of stressful challenges, while becoming adults, we have lost our 

child-like purity, spontaneity and the joy of living in the moment.  Unfortunately however, growing up 

today, our children too are not much free from ‘toxic stress’, as shown in the landmark research paper 

of Feb. 2013 Journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics
2
.  

       Mounting thought pollution and lack of control over the mind, has always been the root cause of 

all problems in society. Purification of the mind has been valued by all religious and spiritual 

traditions from time immemorial. They all emphasis child like purity of the mind as a prerequisite to 

real progress and have advocated various methods such as prayers, scriptural studies, reciting of holy 

names and the selfless care of the sick, the poor and the unwanted. Meditation is often said to be one 

royal path to mental clarity and purity. 

       This presentation is an attempt to briefly examine the basic understanding to date on meditation 

and its benefit from the perspective of modern medical and social science researchers and from the 

original treatises of such ancient sages,
 
whose work on meditation was thorough and fortunately still 

well preserved in its originality
3
. The aim here is to see how the practice of meditation can help us live 

a life of value and joy. There is an 800 year old simple technique of meditation called 'Samarpan 

Meditation'. This has been previously preserved by a guru to a disciple in succession so that it could be 

freely available now to all; this is also presented here so as to understand the principles involved in 

experiencing the state of ‘thoughtlessness’
4
. 

        Meditation involves understanding of the self and therefore a study of it has to evaluate both 

objective findings and subjective experiences. It entails the researchers’ mind to be open to hypothesis 

of a different paradigm with logically explainable consequent findings. Peaceful and pleasant 

experiences are well documented and easily experienced by those new to meditation. There are now 

several studies and publication in prestigious scientific journals demonstrating the psycho-

physiological benefits on subjects meditating compared to the control groups. 

        First, there are some misconceptions about Meditation that need to be addressed. Meditation 

practice has no pre-requisites. Even very active minds can be calmed, provided the instructions given 



by the specified method are followed. We are meant to approach it just as we are and simply add 

meditation to our routine without having to give up anything whatsoever. It is freely available to 

anyone wishing to participate regardless of a particular life-style, age, culture or religion. It does not 

mandate us to sit in a specific yogic posture. It is meant to bring clarity and joy in everyday life and 

not an escape from life into isolation towards a mountain or a forest. In fact it is seems that not 

introducing meditation in our life may deprive us from coming to experience our real self.  

        Regular practice brings sharper objectivity in our life, helping us to discern the fleeting nature of 

difficult situations encountered and to cope with them calmly and appropriately. A balanced and 

meaningful life, free from bitterness, regrets and anxiety, is widely noted to slowly emerge.    

         Meditation thus is not just reflective reasoning, contemplation or intense concentration. It is even 

more than just withdrawal of the mind to rest and rejuvenate or live in the present moment. It is a state 

of ‘letting go’ of all thoughts towards an appropriate target such as the breath, the heart, the crown of 

the head, a sound, an image, nature (the sun, fire or ocean) or simply be in mindfulness. Identification 

with the object selected is said to phase out all unnecessary thoughts gracefully and effortlessly 

leaving the subject in the silence of thoughtless. This 'experience' is sometimes described as being 

‘peaceful' or 'compassionate', but is very often difficult to verbalize.  

        Even though medical and social studies on meditation have proved difficult to standardize, 

quantify and be always objectively authenticated
5
, there is mounting evidence for the benefits of 

meditation. An increasing number of investigations on meditation, using various kinds of sophisticated 

technology with the availability of many long term meditating test subjects, are giving us a better 

understanding of the overall effects of meditation. These studies have revealed benefits in various 

physical and mental disorders and in the performance of the subjects academically and in areas of arts 

and sports. 
 

       Investigations using MRIs, single photon (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET), 

electro and magneto-encephalography along with biochemical and genetic investigations demonstrate 

nothing but positive outcomes. Enhanced activities and even some structural changes in areas of the 

brain concerned with learning, memory, self-awareness, compassion, introspection, planning and 

decision making ate noted. 
6-7

. Activity expressed by the so called 'primitive or limbic brain', specially 

the amygdale where emotional reactions and fear memories are stored, is observed ti get subdued with 

regular meditation. Shifting such activities to the brain areas involved with decision making and 

awareness, appear to translate into a behavior that is thoughtful and nonreactive
8
.  

     Studies in cellular genetics, looking at the end plates protecting the chromosomes (telomeres) 

which are said to be markers of improved longevity, have noted a better preservation of these in 

meditating subjects, who have also demonstrated higher levels of telomerase enzyme, active in 

repairing the withered telomeres.
9
 
 

     Stress related cortisol and adrenaline levels in the blood are noted to get reduced while mood 

elevators like dopamine and serotonin levels improve with meditation.
10-10a

 Clinical benefits of the 

practice of meditation are well documented in such diverse conditions as high blood pressure,
11  

heart 

irregularities,
12

 asthma,
13

 diabetes,
14

 psoriasis,
15

 migraine
16

 anxiety
17

, depression
18

, obsessive 

behavior
19

, neuro degenerative
 
disorders (including Alzheimer’s)

20
, attention deficit disorders

21 
, post 

traumatic stress disorders
22

 and some types of arthritis
23

. Associated with this are the improved 

corresponding cellular and biochemical markers as well as immune
24

, anti-inflammatory
25

 and neuro-

endocrine functions
26

. 



       The benefits observed in correcting learning disabilities have already led to the implementation of 

meditation in some schools. Meditation workshops for people recovering from various addictions are 

increasingly being organized
26

. Decline in the re-incarceration rate among prisoners exposed to daily 

meditation sessions is being repeatedly demonstrated
27

. Several social studies have come out to also 

demonstrate a drop in the rate of crime in some cities, which were simply exposed to the effects of a 

critical number of meditators in their vicinity. This effect of meditation has been experimented in war 

zones by organized teams of meditators with significant beneficial results. The critical number of 

meditators needed is said to be 1% of the affected population (Maharishi Effect), making this perhaps 

a limiting factor presently in heavily populated areas
28

.   

       Improvement in sensory acuity, perceptual style and cognitive function, indicating stabilization of 

aspects of attention and awareness along with better EEG coherence have been noted during studies on 

advanced Tibetan and Vedic meditators
29

. Studies on advanced Buddhist monks at Wisconsin under 

R.J. Davidson and others have shown habitual diminished activity in the anxiety and fear related areas 

of the brain and enhanced activities in the most recently evolved executive part of the frontal brain
30

. 

    Modern medical paradigm fails to explain how meditation is proving to be so beneficial in such a 

diverse group of disorders. Various explanations are being suggested. The simplest of them attributes 

this to a ‘connection with Nature’ with the meditators temporarily losing their individuality during 

deep meditation to benefit from nature’s balancing property of homeodynamics.
31

   A team from 

Harvard and Justus Liebig Universities suggest that the benefits are secondary to the development of a 

state of focused steadfastness, emotional calmness, improved body awareness and a perspective on the 

self that is observed even with six weeks of meditation
32

. Six other possible mechanism of 

actions based on neurobiological findings in the known activities of the various nuclei of the brain 

have also been presented
33

. 

       Modern literature refers to a wondering state of mind, as the default-mode network.  A simple 

spinal reflex arc and our emotional ‘reactions’ to stress are similar such modes in the nervous system. 

They come into play to a degree, in ways unique to an individual, also by default and often escape 

one's awareness. Replacement of the wondering state of mind into one of coherence is observed in 

long term meditators.  Thoughtful and calm response, in the face of even provocative stimuli, is also 

noted to improve with meditation, possibly related to diminished activity in the emotionally dominated 

similar ‘default’ mode.  

        Somewhat thorough work on meditation is found in the writings of some Eastern authorities such 

as sage Patanjali
3
 of the second century B.C. But in order to grasp their vision of the human 

physiology and psyche we need to put aside, for the time being, all of our previous concepts about 

human physiology. Both the theories and the experience of Eastern seers have shown that the human 

body is a projection of consciousness 
34 

and the brain can transcend the boundaries of logic and reason, 

and experience the commonly unrecognized higher states of consciousness
35

. They emphatically 

declare that our essential nature in reality is not the gross body and mind but a subtle Life Force 

('Prana ' or 'Chi ') of Universal Consciousness. It is the flow of this force along well defined channels 

(meridians) that maintains normal physiology. The three major channels alongside the spine are named 

'ida', (the lunar feminine 'yin’), 'pingala', (the solar masculine 'yang') and 'sushumna', the central 

channel, having seven main energy centers called the ‘chakras’ (vortexes of energy) located along its 

path. According to the Tibetan lamas, the difference between youth and old age is the ‘spin rate’ of the 

chakras
9
. Pujya Baba Swami, the Guru who has brought Samarpan Meditation in society, states that 

mankind may be somewhat divided into two categories according to their personality based on the 

predominance of one or other of the above described left lunar channel and the right solar channel. It 

is aberration in one or more of the 'chakras' that is said to prevent a smooth flow of energy. A balance 



flow of energy along a median or central channel brings balance. This in turn influences, if not 

determines the physical and mental health and wellness of an individual. The yogic tradition also talks 

of ‘Kundalini’, a powerful life force that descended in us when we were a fetus barely three months in 

the mother’s womb, from the crown of the head to settle at the base of the spine. It remains dormant in 

a triangular area around the sacrum throughout life in most people, unless awakened. The fourfold 

concrete benefit of awakening the ‘Kundalini’ is that one naturally comes to a) do that which is proper 

and avoids that which is not, b) drop all negativity and takes on a positive attitude, c) becomes well 

focused and d) gains superior power of intent (chitta). However, all these are side effects of meditation 

and we are advised to come to meditation for nothing less than contentment or fulfillment rather than 

seeking any external gain, lest having gained such benefits, we give up the practice of meditation and 

miss out on much more. The ascent of this life force, flowing smoothly through the chakras along the 

median channel to the crown of the head, is said to result in heightened awareness.  

        According to the preliminary approach or technique used, the various methods of meditation can 

be divided into three main groups, namely:  

1) Concentration or focus based.  The mind is trained from to pay attention, instead of digressing here 

and there from internal or external stimuli.  

2) Receptive, open monitoring or mindfulness based.  The ability to focus is accompanied by an 

openness to expand the conscious field through the depth of oneself. 

3) Mantra with a guru-guided transcendence. This involves becoming a pure witness to complete 

‘letting go’ of our individuality to the guru element. A living Guru’s guidance perfects this process. 

        All methods of meditation promote mental calmness and clarity along with a variety of health 

benefits. So far however, no comparative studies are available to show the difference(s) amongst them. 

Most of the research so far is done on Transcendental meditation and more recently on Mindfulness 

based meditation.   

        For some critics, contemplation and meditation are ‘lapses into inactivity and inertia’, whereas in 

practice promoting self-empowerment and deliberation, leads to efficiency and success in life, for the 

regular meditators. It is obvious that to perform any good work, we ourselves have to firstly establish 

goodness, joy and peace within ourselves.  The condition of an excessive serotonin release found in 

those who try unguided, non-meditative approached to awakening the Kundalini is also wrongly 

attributed as a rare side effect of meditation, whereas no negative side effects have been cited to date 

with any of these meditation techniques. 

      The specific practice described in this paper comes under the third group. Called ‘Samarpan 

Meditation’, this 800 year old system, has been preserved by the tradition of its passage from one 

enlightened guru to a suitable disciple, who in turn, would have later passed it on to another qualified 

disciple. In just the past twenty years or so this has become freely available, by the grace of a living 

master. The word ‘Samarpan’ means ‘to make wholesome offerings’, a ‘letting go’ of one's sense of 

individuality or ‘I sense’. This ‘I sense’, called ‘Ahaṃkāra’ in Sanskrit, is somewhat similar to ‘ego’ 

in modern psychology.  

       Along with the ‘letting go’ of one’s individuality, goes one’s bitterness and guilt of the past and 

fears or anxiety for the future.  One then slowly comes to enjoy the thought-free present moment.  

      Samarpan Meditation (S.M.) uses three unique tools to bring even a turbulent mind to a peaceful 

state, in often less than six weeks of uninterrupted daily practice. As one progresses, these tools drop 

off effortlessly, having served their purpose. However, they need to be understood and used with 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanskrit


reverence. The tools are a lighted candle, a mantra and the guidance of the guru-energies. Apart from 

the 'letting go' or 'Samarpan', effort has no role here. There is no achieving or doing as such in 

meditation, for any action involves the 'I’ and ‘me’ sense or the ‘ego’ which must go, in order to 

merge with Universal Consciousness in thoughtlessness.  

    As in most other methods, here too, one sits comfortably on a mat, keeping the back straight, or in a 

chair with the feet grounded.  Having the arms resting on the thighs, palms facing up, the mind's 

attention is brought to the crown of the head. In Samarpan Meditation, while getting ready to chant the 

Mantra, a candle is lit in front of the guru-element image or alternatively, one may simply visualize 

doing so, over the crown of one’s head. This facilitates ‘offering’ or ‘letting go’ (Samarpan) of one’s 

entire past into the guru-element or the flame, to ‘melt’ therein. Entering the silence of the mind, right 

from the start, becomes easier by the grace of a third tool, the ‘Mantra’, a set of sound vibrations that 

resonate with the specific ‘chakras’ to clear them stepwise of their aberrations. The ‘Mantra’ comes 

vibrant and with it, the life energy of many sages over the past 800 yrs. What makes this same Mantra 

applicable to everyone is the presence of the seven major 'chakras' in every human being and the 

mantra’s powerful resonating energy’s influence thereupon. The effect comes from the chant’s 

vibration while knowing its word to word meaning is not important.    

        Meditation begins by chanting the mantra thrice in a special intonation for the first five minutes 

or less, followed by either complete silence or select background music. Placing the mind’s attention 

on the crown of the head, surrendering of all thoughts is facilitated by the nature of the mantra and the 

energy or grace of an enlightened living guide or Guru. The actual mantra used and the way to chant it 

is simple and is usually learnt easily by attending a free brief workshop. Meditating in a group is said 

to be even more effective. 

        The Soulful inner experience, once ‘experienced’, becomes our proof and truth of this living 

knowledge. With daily practice for half an hour, at any regular time between 4.00 am and 10 pm, we 

begin to experience the child like joy, energy and spontaneity in daily life. With improved awareness, 

minimized personal desires and attachments, we progress to be free of any conditioned behavior and 

become our own perfect guide (guru) to lives in society while keeping the welfare of all in mind.           
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